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Steganosaurussaurus
a video steganography project

Download our Video Steganography software:
http://www.steganosaur.us
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WHAT IS STEGANOGRAPHY 1 3

Steganography is the art and science of sending covert
messages. The word steganography is Greek in origin and is
derived from the words, steganos, meaning covered or
secret, and graphia, meaning writing.

Steganography has been used for thousands of years,
however in the last two decades steganographic
techniques have been revolutionised by the new area of
digital steganography.

Of the steganography software currently available, 52%
hides data in images, 15% hides data in audio, 30% use
other techniques and only 3% hide data in video.

The aim of my project was to develop motion-vector based
methods for hiding data in video.
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VIDEO STRUCTURE 2 1

A video �le is often a container for an audio and video
stream, however, video �les can contain multiple
audio/video streams and additional data streams.
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The data from the di�erent streams are multiplexed within
the video �le. Packets of data from di�erent streams can be
multiplexed in any order. For some contexts, such as online
streaming, multiplexing should be controlled to minimise
the amount of data that has to be bu�ered in one go.
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VIDEO FRAMES 3 5

Consecutive video frames have a high
temporal redundancy becaus portions
of the video frames remain unchanged.

Temporal redundancy can be reduced by using a Group of
Pictures (GOP) technique where di�erent frame
representations are used to exploit the temporal cohesion
and reduce the amount of information used to represent a
video frame.

Group of Pictures (GOP)

I-frame
A reference (intra) frame that
stores the frame as an image 
that is independant of other
frames.

B-frame
A bi-directionally predicted

frame whose representation is
described by referencing its

two neighbouring frames

P-frame
A predicted frame whose
representation is described as
changes from previous frames
using motion vectors.
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MOTION VECTORS 4 6

Motion vectors describe the change in position of a
macroblock from one frame to another. P- and B- frames
represent the entire image in terms of motion vectors.

In earlier codecs such as MPEG2 a macroblock is �xed at
16x16. H.263, H.264 and other modern codecs can be
subpartitioned. Subpartitions must have
dimensions that are a multiple of 4. Motion
vector values are only assigned to macro blocks
that change.
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h.264 video coding 5 1

This �gure provides an overview of the basic structure of
H.264. The implemented steganographic techiques had
to compensate for the quantisation and coding of motion
vector values.
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The embedding process had to tolerate operations such as
bit shifts that would manipulate any system modi�cations
to the motion vector values as part of the �nal coding
process.
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security of steganography 6 2

A 256-bit AES cryptosystem with Cipher Block Chaining
(CBC) was implemented to enhance the security of the
system by encrypting the messages. CBC produces
pseudo-random data, and as a result this obscures the
trends and correlations in the original message data.
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The encrypted version demonstrates a uniform distribution
that is similar to the original image, whereas the
unencrypted version clearly shows that modern Latin
alphabet characters have been hidden in the image.

These graphs illustrate the di�erences between data that is
hidden in the least signi�cant bit of an image.
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VIDEO STEGANOGRAPHY SOLUTION 7 4

My video steganography system is a command line tool
written in C and uses a customised version of the FFmpeg
libraries. Cross-platform support is provided for Linux, Mac and
Windows.

The interface of the solution is
clean, intuitive, and easy to use.
This was an important
requirement as security is a
trade-o� between protection and
inconvenience. End users can
be easily discouraged from using
security tools if they cause them
an inconvenience.

A GUI utility is also bundled with the software that was written
in Java and uses the Xuggler wrapper for FFmpeg.

Steganalysis tools are
provided that will allow
the user to inspect the
video and analyse motion
vector and video stream
properties. 

Video frames are generally blury, they are rarely as sharply
focused as still images. This makes motion vector based
techniques very di�cult to detect because manipulations
often blend into the natural motion depicted by the frame.

Which video frame(s) contain hidden information, if any?

Two techniques have been implemented that are
capable of hiding information in a video �le by
modifying bit values of the X and Y component
of motion vectors.


